For all in-ground pools.
Works without
a booster pump.
The Polaris 360 delivers
unparalleled pressure cleaning
performance without the need
for a separate booster pump.

Powered by 3 vacuum jets, the
Polaris 360 vacuums, sweeps
and scrubs the bottom and walls
of pools of any size or shape.
Easily connected into a dedicated
pressure, pool return or solar line
provision* with no electrical work
required, the Polaris 360 will clean
an average size pool in less than
3 hours.
* Depending on the location of the solar line in the pool.

Renowned as the most advanced boosterless pressure cleaner available,
the Polaris 360 takes the chore out of cleaning your pool, leaving you
with more time to enjoy it!

Boosterless Pressure Cleaner
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3 Vacuum Jets

The Polaris 360 features Polaris pressure

The Polaris 360 is powered by 3 vacuum

cleaning technology without the need for

jets, providing more vacuum power than

a separate booster pump. It simply

any other pressure-side non-booster

installs into a dedicated 40mm cleaner

pump cleaner.

line, pool return inlet or solar provision.
The minimum flow rate required to
operate the cleaner is 150 litres per
minute.
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Quick Release Filter Bag

Patented 3-wheel design

The Polaris 360 collects debris in its filter
bag before it reaches the filter allowing
the skimmer to operate at 100% capacity.
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Automatic Back-up Valve

It also reduces filter cleaning by up to

The Polaris 360 comes equipped with an

80%. A quick release connection allows

automatic back-up valve. The automatic

for easy cleaning and minimum

back-up valve operates every 3 and a half

maintenance.

minutes during operating time which
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helps free the cleaner if it gets cornered
and also creates random pattern cleaning
for superior performance.
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Throat Intake

The Polaris 360 features a large throat
intake making it suitable for picking up
large debris such as leaves, pebbles and
gum nuts that most other cleaners have
trouble with.
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Translucent Housing

The stylish housing provides superior

Large Throat Intake

resistance to UV discolouration and
improved weatherability.

Patented PosiTrax Tyres
The Polaris 360 is also available with
PosiTrax Tyres which provide extra grip
and maneuverability in tiled and
fiberglass pools.
Patented PosiTrax tyres

It is not recommended to use a Polaris
360 with an integrated solar system.
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